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Abstract. The paper presents the solution of the homogeneous plane Dirichlet problem
using the wavelet-Galerkin method with various 2D compactly supported wavelet scaling
functions. An analysis of approximation accuracy was performed with respect to the orders
of investigated wavelet scaling functions and the level of approximation. The most effective
scaling functions for solving the Dirichlet problem were indicated and discussed.

Introduction
The wavelets theory is relatively new, but an effective mathematical tool for
solving many theoretical and engineering problems. The wide range of its applications covers developed numerical algorithms for approximation of ordinary differential equations (ODE) and partial differential equations (PDE), image processing,
signal analysis etc. The algorithms based on wavelet theory for solving ODE and
PDE offer several advantages in comparison with the algorithms based on finite
difference and finite element methods, e.g. low time-consumption and good accuracy [1].
The two most popular wavelet-based methods for solving differential equations
(DE) are [2]: the collocation method and the wavelet-Galerkin method (WGM).
According to some good properties, e.g. the possibility of multiresolution analysis
and stability of decomposition and reconstruction in spaces of square-integrable
functions L2(Rn), solution stability, WGM gain great popularity.
The crucial task in application of wavelet-based numerical approximation algorithms is the choice of appropriate wavelet scaling functions. In the function approximation problems, the wavelets with infinite support results in poor effects,
therefore the orthogonal wavelets were primarily chosen for solving DE [3]. One
of the most popular wavelets is the Daubechies’ (db) wavelet, which is often used
for solving DE [4, 5]. However, several authors used other wavelet scaling functions for solving DE, e.g. symlets (sym), coiflets (coif), B-spline wavelets (bsp),
biorthogonal (bior) and reversed biorthogonal (rbio) wavelets [6-8].
Due to the separability property of the above-mentioned compactly supported
wavelets, they could be simply generalized to the higher dimensions by tensor
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product of wavelet and scaling functions. Thus, WGM could be adapted to the 2D
and nD problems. Some solutions of multi-dimensional problems with use of
WGM were already presented. The authors of [9] present the solution of 2D Dirichlet problem using 2D Daubechies wavelet scaling functions. The same scaling
functions were used for the 2D steady electro-magnetic problem [10] and 2D heat
equations [11]. The 2D problems of mechanical elasticity [12] and non-steady
diffusion [13] were solved with use of the 2D B-spline wavelet scaling functions.
In the present study the plane Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary
conditions was solved using all known discrete compactly supported wavelet scaling functions with various orders. Firstly, the influence of type and order of the
scaling functions applied to the problem on approximation accuracy was investigated and discussed. Then, for the chosen wavelet scaling functions, which give
the most accurate approximation results, the problem was solved on various levels
of approximation for estimating the character of error decay.

1. Wavelet analysis and compactly supported wavelets
One of the most useful properties of wavelet-based methods is the multiresolution analysis (MRA) of functions introduced by Mallat [14]. Thanks to the
consideration of existence of orthonormal (semi- or biorthogonal) Riesz bases in
L2(Rn) MRA provide decomposition and reconstruction stability of the approximated function in different resolutions. The definition of MRA is based on sequential representation of closed functional spaces V j ⊂ L2 R n :

( )

…V2 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V−2 … ,

(1)

∪V j = L2 (R n ) , ∩V j = {0} .

(2)

with properties

j∈Z

j∈Z

In the 1D case the scaling functions of wavelets are constructed based on the twoscale relation:
ϕ (x ) = ∑ pkϕ (2 x − k ) ,

(3)

k

where {pk } is a finite set of two-scale coefficients, which determines the compact
support for pk ≠ 0 . The Riesz basis {ϕ j, k (x )} for a given subspace V j ⊂ L2 (R )
determines translations and dilations of scaling functions on the level j as:

(

)

ϕ j ,k ( x ) = 2 j 2 ϕ 2 j x − k , k ∈ Z .

(4)
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The multi-scale relation (4) could be generalized to R2 as follows:

(

)

ϕ j ,k ,l (x, y ) = 2 j 2 ϕ 2 j x − k ,2 j y − l , k, l ∈ Z .

(5)

Considering multi-scale relation (5), which constitutes the orthonormal base in
space Vj the tensor product scaling function in R2 takes a form:
Φ(x, y ) = ϕ (x ) ⊗ ϕ ( y ) .

(6)

All of the compactly supported wavelets mentioned above match two-scale relation (5), but each of them has specific properties, which have an influence on
their approximation effectiveness. The family of db wavelets [15] is characterized
by orthogonality, but their scaling functions are not symmetric and have a support
width of [0, 2m – 1], where m is an order of wavelet. The family of sym wavelets,
developed also by Daubechies [15], is a modification of db wavelets with increased symmetry. The scaling functions of these wavelets are not strictly symmetric; the support width is the same as for db wavelets. The coif wavelets were developed by Daubechies at the request of Coifman. The scaling functions of these
wavelets are characterized by relatively large width of support: [0, 6m – 1] and
2m – 1 vanishing moments equal to 0 [15]. The bsp wavelet scaling functions have
the support width of [0, m], are symmetric and orthogonal [16]. The last two families, bior and rbio wavelets, use two different functions for decomposition and
reconstruction, thus the decomposition and reconstruction bases are not orthogonal. But in the single base two functions of decomposition and reconstruction are
orthogonal. The decomposition scaling function of bior is the same as reconstruction scaling function of rbio and vice versa. The scaling functions of bior and rbio
have the support width of [0, 2m – 1], where m is the order of decomposition function, and are symmetric [15]. The exemplary tensor product wavelet scaling functions of different wavelet families were presented in Figure 1.

2. Wavelet-Galerkin method and problem formulation
Consider the Dirichlet problem in a bounded domain Ω in R2 with boundary Γ:

−α∆u + u = f ,
u = g on Γ.

(7)

where α is some positive constant. In some cases the explicit solution of (7) does
not exist, thus the problem should be reformulated in terms of variational formulation as follows [9]:
u ∈ Vg1 : A (u , v ) = fv dxdy , ∀v ∈ V ,

(8)
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A (u , v ) = ∫ (α∇u∇v + uv ) dxdy ,

(9)

Ω

where A (u, v ) is a bilinear form in the Sobolev space H1 and

{

}

{

}

V = v ∈ H1 (Ω ) : v = 0 on Γ , Vg = v ∈ H1 (Ω) : v = g on Γ .

(10)

Fig. 1. 2D scaling functions of: a) db2, b) sym3, c) coif1, d) bsp4, e) bior2.2, f) rbio2.2

Considering that (8) has unique solution the wavelet-Galerkin spaces on the
approximation level j could be introduced with respect of Lax-Milgram theorem
and MRA:
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V j (0, g ) := v ∈ L2 (0, g ) : v( x) = ∑ ckϕ kj (x ), x ∈ [0, g ] ,
k ∈Z
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(11)

where ck = ck + n j , nj is a dimension of Vj. The variational formulation (8) could be
expanded for arbitrary j as:

(

)

A u j , v j = fv j dxdy , ∀v j ∈ V j ⊗ V j .

(12)

Considering that
u j ( x, y ) =

f jk ,l = ∫ f ( x, y )ϕ kjϕl j dxdy

∑ ukj,lϕkjϕlj ,
k , l∈Z

(13)

Ω

The Galerkin approximation could be performed by solving the following linear
system [9]:

(

)

α c ju j + u j c j + u j = f j ,

(14)

where c j is a circulant square matrix and f j is a vector with dimensions of n.
For solving (14) the derivatives of f (x) in terms of ϕ (x) should be determined. The WG approximation for a derivative of f (x ) could be presented as:
f ( d ) = ∑ pkϕ k( d ) ( x) ,

(15)

k

where (d) denotes differentiation. The derivatives ϕ k( d ) ( x) could be approximated
as
ϕ k( d ) = ∑ λsϕ s ( x) ,

(16)

s

where
∞

λs = ∫ ϕ k( d ) ( x)ϕ s ( x) dx .

(17)

−∞

The set of connection coefficients λs could be obtained for a chosen wavelet scaling function from a universal formula for compactly supported proposed by Latto
et al. in [17]:
∞
2 ),..., ( d n )
Λ(kd11,),k 2( d,...,
kn

=

n

(d )
∫ ∏ ϕ k ( x ) dx .

(18)

− ∞ i =1

Following to the investigated problem (7) the two-term connection coefficients for
all of considered wavelets should be calculated as:
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∞

Λ(kd1 ), ( d 2 ) = ∫ ϕ ( d1 ) ( x)ϕ k( d 2 ) ( x) dx .

(19)

−∞

3. Numerical example and analysis of results
Let us consider (7) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.:
V = Vg = H10 (Ω) , g (Ω ) ≡ 0 and α (Ω) ≡ 0 . The problem was solved using fictitious
domain formulation developed by Glowinski et al. [18]. Assume that the problem
domain Ω and fictitious domain Ξ are rectangular. The problem could be presented as a dyadic MRA-based construction h = 2 j for a finite dimensional space Vj.
Considering the fictitious approach the problem (7) could be formulated as follows:
~
−1
(20)
∫ ∇uε ∇v + ε ∫ uε v =∫ fv ,
Ξ

∂Ω

Ξ

~
where ε is a positive penalty parameter and f is the L2-extension of f to Ξ. Considering (20) the linear system (14) takes form:
c j u j + ε −1M j u j = f j ,

(21)

where Mj is the boundary integral for the approximation level j given by [17]:
∞
j

Mi =

∫ x ϕ (x ) dx .
j

(22)

−∞

For numerical example f in (21) was defined as:
f ( x, y ) = sin πx sin πy .

(23)

3.1. Estimation of approximation errors
The problem solving was carried out using a numerical algorithm implemented
following WGM with fictitious domain approach as a hybrid MATLAB®/C code.
The domains were defined as follows: Ω = [1,2] × [1,2], Ξ = [0,3] × [0,3]. The
calculations were performed using db, sym, bsp, coif wavelet scaling functions
with order started from 2 and bior and rbio primal wavelet scaling functions with
order from 1 for j = 4. For every computed case, three parameters were estimated:
absolute error distribution
e j = u~ j ( x, y ) − u j ( x, y ) ,

(24)
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where u~ j denotes exact solution, maximal value of absolute error distribution
max(e j ) and maximal values absolute error

(

)

(

)

j
emax
= max u~ j ( x, y ) − max u j ( x, y ) .

(25)

j
The values of max(e j ) and emax
for cases, which have e 4 < 0.1 were tabulated in
Table 1. Exemplary error distributions were presented in Figure 2.

Table 1
Errors of solution using various wavelet scaling functions
Wavelet
j

max(e )

db3
3.84433·10

db4
–2

1.43353·10–3

ejmax
Wavelet
j

max(e )
j

e max

db9
4.80419·10

db5
–2

1.23923·10

–2

4.73401·10

3.83776·10

1.60384·10–4 3.61948·10–3
db10

–2

db6
–2

sym3
–2

3.27045·10

–3

1.86240·10
bsp5

db8
–2

8.57375·10

2.00560·10–3 5.35092·10–2
coif2

–2

3.80749·10

–3

3.72645·10
bsp6

7.36402·10–2

bsp2
–2

7.38519·10–3

–2

7.18076·10–3

9.92343·10
9.22704·10

Wavelet

bsp4

max(ej)

1.77807·10–2

8.89205·10–2 3.41012·10–2

8.79539·10–2 1.06277·10–2

bsp7

bior2.2

ejmax

1.28696·10–2

2.40170·10–2 1.89351·10–2

1.20829·10–2 1.04361·10–2

Fig. 2. Error distributions for: a) bsp4, b) db4, c) sym3, d) bior2.2 for j = 4
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Results presented in Table 1 show, that the most suitable wavelet families for
approximation are db and bsp, because most of them provide accurate results with
an error below the threshold defined above. Error distribution in each particular
case of applied wavelet scaling function has a different character, which could be
noticed in Figure 2. An error distribution is mainly determined by connection coefficients, which are unique for every type and every order of wavelet scaling function.
3.2. Influence of approximation level on the solution accuracy
Following the results presented in Table 1 the most effective wavelet scaling
functions (db4, bsp2, bsp4 and bior2.2) were chosen for further calculations. The
formulated problem was solved in various approximation levels j = 4÷8 in order to
determine the character of an error decay with increase of the approximation level.
The computational code was optimized for parallel computing. Obtained results
were presented in Figure 3 and in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Maximal values of absolute error distributions for chosen wavelets with respect of level of
approximation and fittings of them

It could be observed that max(e j ) for investigated wavelet scaling functions
has a near exponential character. An optimal choice of wavelet for solving DE
depends on several parameters. Firstly, an appropriate wavelet scaling function
should be chosen while taking into consideration the shape of the approximated
function. In the presented problem the most accurate solutions were obtained using
symmetric and smooth wavelet scaling functions, however the situation may differ
in the case of approximation of more irregular function.
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Table 2
Maximal values of absolute error of solution on various approximation levels
Level

4

5

6

7

8

db4

1.23923·10–2

6.51467·10–3 3.93259·10–3

2.44901·10–3 1.53764·10–3

bsp2

7.38519·10–3

1.60719·10–3 5.93929·10–4

3.30814·10–4 7.97718·10–5

bsp4

1.77807·10–2

5.33456·10–3 6.90199·10–4

5.52537·10–4 2.14155·10–4

bior2.2

1.06277·10–2

2.57899·10–3 6.32637·10–4

1.55663·10–4 3.98178·10–5

The most accurate results were obtained using 2D B-spline wavelet scaling
functions and biorthogonal scaling functions. It should be mentioned, that 2D
B-spline wavelets applied to damage identification problem also reveal the best
results in comparison with other compactly supported wavelets [19]. The second
important parameter is the order of the wavelet scaling function. In the case of db
wavelet scaling functions there is no dependence of approximation errors on the
order of scaling function. For bsp wavelet scaling functions there is a tendency:
odd scaling functions are characterized by lower errors. In the case of other wavelet scaling functions considered in this study errors increased with an increase of
the order. Moreover, the order influences on the number of considered connection
coefficients and thus, on CPU time. Therefore it is suitable to choose wavelet scaling functions of low order for obtaining the most accurate results in the shortest
time.

Conclusions
The plane Dirichlet problem was solved using wavelet-Galerkin method and
fictitious domain formulation with use of various 2D compactly supported wavelet
scaling functions. During performed comparative study of approximation accuracy
using above-mentioned scaling functions the best of them were chosen. The aspects of optimal choice of 2D wavelet scaling functions for solving differential
equations were presented and discussed.
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